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Reviews

GASTRIC ACID SECRETION
The Biochemistry of Gastric Acid Secretion. By Professor
Edward J. Conway, M.D., D.Sc., F.R.S. American Lecture
Series. (Pp. 185; 37 illustrations. 47s. 6d.) Springfield,
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas. Oxford: Blackwell Scientific
Publications. 1953.

Professor E. J. Conway has written a stimulating and pro-
voking book on one of the topics of great current bio-
chemical and medical interest. It is a striking illustration
of the unifying value of biochemical concepts that Conway
discusses the mechanisms whereby the yeast cell can, under
certain conditions, reduce the external pH to as low as 1.5
in considering the mechanism of HCl secretion in gastric
mucosa, and is able to ascribe the production of acid in
both instances to a K+ and H+ exchange. But, as he points
out, " It is likely that the true analogy between the parietal
secretion and the secretion of acid by yeast lies between
HCl in the one and succinic acid in the other, the correspond-
ing anions existing already in the cells." Conway puts for-
ward cogent evidence to suggest that, with respect to gastric
secretion, there are serious difficulties in assuming that the
H+ ion donor is a metabolized acid and concludes that the
donor is a reduced heavy metal catalyst operating in a redox
cycle across a membrane. He considers the energetics for
such a scheme, and elaborates the principle into the " redox
pump" theory of the manner in which a cell performs
osmotic work.
Conway considers that, in gastric secretion, the restora-

tion to the active parietal cell of H+ ions removed in the
oxidative phase of the redox cycle occurs through the ioniza-
tion of carbonic acid, and the existence of carbonic anhydrase
in the parietal cells is here of especial significance.

In discussing the ways in which the concentration of acid
in the parietal secretion or in the gastric juice may be de-
creased Conway accepts the theory, put forward by Fitzgerald
and Murphy in 1950, that urease, present in the mucosa,
may be of significance in producing ammonia from urea and
may be of functional significance in protecting the mucosa
against acid. This view is, however, criticized by others
on the grounds that the urease is not in fact of endogenous
origin, but such criticisms do not affect the validity of Con-
way's opinions as a whole. The value of urea therapy in the
treatment of ulcer cases with dyspepsia resistant to the usual
treatment is advocated and discussed in the light of these
views.

Conway's hypotheses have by no means been accepted by
everyone concerned in researches of this kind, but here we
have a lucid and readable discussion of the author's views
on work that is one of the growing points of biochemistry.
To those who wish to read an account of an individual view-
point in a field of controversial interest by a modem bio-
chemical polymath this book can be confidently recom-
mended, and for the doctor who wishes to savour something
of the excitement of fundamental research in a field of
medical importance no better hors d'aiuvres could be found.

F. G. YOUNG.

SCIENCE OF NUTRITION
The Work of Sir Robert McCarrison. Edited by H. M.
Sinclair, with additional introductory essays by W. K.
Aykroyd and E. V. McCollum. (Pp. 327. 30s.) London:
Faber and Faber. 1953.

This book contains a selection from the writings of Sir
Robert McCarrison and a prologue made up of three essays,
one by Dr. W. R. Aykroyd, who was for many years
McCarrison's successor as director of the Nutrition Research
Laboratories at Coonoor, another by Emeritus Professor
E. V. McCollum, and a third written by the editor, Dr.
H. M. Sinclair, and Mr. Selwyn Taylor. Much of the work
reprinted is from books now mainly out of print or from
journals not always easy to obtain.

The value of McCarrison's contribution to the science
of nutrition, seen after an interval of fifteen to twenty years,
is, in Aykroyd's words, "abundantly evident, and little im-
portance need be attached to the occasional errors of an
enthusiastic pioneer exploring new territory." A feature
of this record is the contemporary interest of many of the
conclusions drawn from McCarrison's own experimental
work and observations. In an appreciation of McCarrison's
studies Mr. Taylor concludes, " I know of no one else alive
to-day who has contributed so much that is new to so
many varied aspects of the goitre problem." McCarrison
also recognized the special value of work on applied nutri-
tion and summed up the situation in India in the following
observation, which is as relevant to-day as when it was
written many years ago: " Indeed the greatest of all prob-
lems in India at the present time is the adjustment of the
population to its food supply. It is one that is capable of
solution only by the people themselves: by the exercise of
self-help; by the jettisoning of old habits and customs un-
suited to modern economic conditions; by improvement in
methods of agriculture, animal husbandry, and industry;
and, above all, by restraint in reproduction."
We may join in the pleasure expressed by Professor

McCollum in following McCarrison " through two decades
toward the distant watch-fires of truth to express high
regard for him as a man as well as an investigator," and
at the same time share in this happy tribute to McCarrison
on his recent seventy-fifth birthday.

B. S. PLATT.

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
Radioactive Isotopes: An Introduction to their Preparation,
Measurement, and Use. By W. J. Whitehouse and J. L.
Putman. (Pp. 424; 154 figures. 50s.) Oxford: At the
Clarendon Press. 1953.

The doctor of medicine in the world to-day, and more
particularly to-morrow, cannot afford to forget the physics
of his premedical training. Radioactive isotopes have come
to stay and will be further developed for therapy and for
various forms of investigation both at the bedside and in
the laboratory. As a corollary, their production poses a
problem in industrial and public health.

This new British publication is written by two physicists
associated with the Isotope Division at the Atomic Energy
Research Establishment at Harwell. " It is intended," they
state, " primarily for the use of scientific workers who,
while they may be experts in their own field of study, have
no specialized knowledge of radioactive theory and tech-
nique." What need will it fulfil for the doctor of medicine ?
The first three chapters are basically an exposition of

the physical theory necessary. Cha7pter IV gives a useful
account of the production of radioactive isotopes chiefly in
the pile but also by cyclotrons. Chapters V and VI concern
the detection and measurement of the radiations directly
by particle counters and indirectly by virtue of the ioniza-
tion produced; Chapter VI is perhaps rather ambiguously
headed the " Gross Effects of the Radiations." With all
this the modern medical practitioner in hospital, and especi-
ally his alter ego in medical research, needs to be acquainted.
This 'volume will be a useful addition to his personal or
departmental library. To his colleague, the hospital physi-
cist, the work may well have a place on the bench. It is
well supplied with tables and graphs, most, it is true, to
illustrate the text, but many useful for day-to-day reference.
The last two chapters on " Some Applications of Radio-

active Isotopes " and " Manipulation of Radioactive
Material" can be helpful to both in the design of experi-
ments and of routine work; neither is meant to be com-
prehensive but only illustrative.
The Oxford University Press have issued this book with

their usual high standard of production, and they and the
authors are to be congratulated on the absence of errors.
(The reviewer is not competent to check much of the
algebra.) Of necessity this has entailed delay, and the
book reflects the state of knowledge at the end of 1950.
It is too advanced for the beginner (for example, basic
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